
June 7, 1946 

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. I. B. Babcock 

I received the enclosed statement yesterday 
from Mr. John Eo P. Morgan, Executive Director 
of The Aircraft Industries Association of Amer
ica. 

The statement is a memorandum from General 
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Chief of Staff of The 
War Department to Directors and Chiefs of War 
Department, General and Special Staff Divi
sions and Bureaus and the Commanding Generals 
of the major Commands. 

I personally think that it is one of the most 
forward looking and statesmanlike statements 
issued by the War Department, and I strongly 
commend it to yourreading, 1f you have not pre
viously seen it. 

VE:a 
Enc. 
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECT ORS AND CHIEFS OF WAR DEPARTMENT GENERAL AND 
SPECIAL STAFF DIVISIONS AND BUREAUS AND THE COMMANDING GENERALS OF 
THE MAJOR COMMANDS: 

SUBJECT: Scientific and Teclmologice.l Resources as Military Assets 

The recent conflict has demonstrated more convincingly than ever 
before the strength our nation can best derive from the integration 
of all of our national resources in time of war. It is of the ut
most importance that the lessons of this experience be not for
gotten 1n the peacetime planning and training of the Army. The 
future security of the nation demands that all those civilian re
sources which by conversion or redirection constitute our main 
support in time of emergency be associated closely with the ac
tivities of the Army in time of peace. 

The lessons of the last war are clear. The military effort re
quired for victory threw upon the Army an unprecedented range of 
responsibilities, many of which were effectively discharged only 
through the invaluable assistance supplied by our cumulative re
sources in the natural and social sciences and the talents and 
experience furnished by management and labor. The armed forces 
could not have won the war alone. Scientists and business men con
tributed techniques and weapons which enabled us to outwit and 
overwhelm the enemy. Their understanding of the Army's needs made 
possible the highest degree of cooperation. This pattern of in
tegration must be translated into a peacetime counterpart which 
will not merely familiarize the Army with the progress made in 
science and industry, but draw into our planning for national se
curity all the civilian resources which can contribute to the de
fense of the country. 

Success in this enterprise depends to a large degree on the cooper
ation which the nation as a whole is willing to contribute. How
ever, the Army as one of the main agencies responsible for the de
fense of the nation has the duty to take the initiative in promo
ting closer relation between civilian and military interests. It 
must establish definite policies and administrative leadership 
which will make possible even greater contributions fro~ science, 
teclmology, and management than during the last war. 

In order to ensure the full use of our national resources in case 
of emergency, the following general policies will be put into ef
fect: 

(1) The Army must have civilian assistance 1n military planning 
as well as for the production of weapons. Effective long-range 
mil1taryplarming"'can be done only in tEe ,light of predicted de
velopments 1n science and teclmology. As ;further scientific achieve-
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ments accelerate the tempo and expand the area of our operations, 
this interrelationship will become of even greater importance. In 
the pa.st we have often deprived ourselves of vital help by limit
ing our use of scientific and technological resources to contracts 
for equipment. More often than not we can find much of the talent 
we need for comprehensive planning in industry or W1iversities. 
Proper employment of this ta.lent requ1r.eu that the civilian agency 
shall have the benefit of our estimates of future military problems 
and shall work closely with Plans and the Research and Development 
authorities. 

A most effective procedure is the letting of contracts for a.id in 
planning. The use of such a procedure will greatly enhhnce the 
validity of our planning as well as ensure soW1der strategic equip
ment programs. 

(2) Scientists and industrialists must be ~hen the greatest E,Q!-
sible freedom to cartfi out their researcn. e fullest utiliza-
tion by the Army of ecnvilian resources of the nation cannot be 
procured merely by prescribing the military characteristics and re
quirements of certain types of equipment. Scientists and indus
trialists a.re more likely to make new and W1suspected contributions 
to the development of the Army if detailed directions a.re held to a 
minimum. The solicitation of assistance W1der these conditions 
would not only make available to the Army talents and experience 
otherwise beyond our reach, but also establish mutual confidence 
between ourselves and oivilians. It would familiarize them with 
our fWldamental problems and strengthen greatly the foW1dation upon 
which our national security depends. 

(3) The possibility of utilizing some of our industrial and tech
nolog!cal resources asorganic ruffs of ourmilltary structure in 
time ofemer~ency shou!d be care u y examfiied. The degree of co
operation w th science and industry achieved during the recent war 
should by no means be considered the ultimate. There appears a 
little reason for duplicating within the Army and outside organi
zation which by its experience is better qualified than we are to 
carry out some ·of our tasks . The advantages to our nation in 
economy and to the Army in efficiency are compelling re~p~J for 
this procedure. · 

(4) Within the ~rmy we must separate responsibil1t~ flili research 
and development rom tlie fW1ctlonsd' procurement, pure se, stor
age and d1stribu't'Ion.---0Ur experience during th~ w~~ and the~ 
perience of Industry in time of peace indicate ~pe need for such 
a policy. The inovitable gap between the scientist or technologist 
and the user can be bridged, as during the last war, by field ex
perimentation with equipment still in the developmental stage. For 
example, restricted-visibility operations .with the aid of radar, 
such a.s blind bombing and control of tactical air, were made possi
ble largely by bringing together technologists who know the poten-· 
tialities of the equipment and field commanders familiar witn cp~~ 
bat conditions and needs. Future coqperation of this type requiro~ 
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that research and development grQups have &uthfdtty to procure ex
perimental items for similar tests. 

(5) Officers of all arms and services must become fully aware of 
the advantageswb!cli 'tru3'fiilacan derltel'rom the c ose int,ratlpn 
'orclvi1ian talent witli"""m W-1fujans and developments. Th send 
cannot be achieved merely by send ofrlcers to universities for 
professional training. It is true that the Army's need for officers 
well trained 1n the natural and social sciences requires a thorough 
program or advanced study for selected military personnel, but 1n 
addition we must supply inducements which will encourage these men 
in the continued practical application of scientific and technolo
gical thought to military problems. A premium must be placed on 
professional attainments 1n the natural and social sciences as well 
as other branches of military science. Officers in each arm and 
service must familiarize themselves as much as possible with pro
gress and plans made in other branches. Only then can the Army 
obtain the administrative and operative talent essential to its 
task and mutual understanding by the arms and services of their 
respective problems. 

In general, the more we can achieve the objectives indicated above 
with respect to the cultivation, support, and direct use of out
side resources, the more energy will we have left to devote to 
strictly military problems for which there are no outside facilities 
or which for special security reasons can only ba handled by the 
military. In fact, it is our responsibility deliberately to ex
amine all outside resources as to adequacy, diversity, and geo
graphical distribution and to ensure their full utilization as fac
tors of security. " It is our Job to take the initiative to promote 
the development of new resources, if our national security indi
cates the need. It is our duty to support broad research programs 
in educational institutions, in industry, and 1n whatever field 
might be of importance to the Army. Close integration of military 
and civilian resources will not only directly benefit the Army, 
but indirectly contribute to the nation's security, as civilians 
are prepared tor their role in an emergency by the experience 
gained 1n time of peace. The association of military and civilians 
in educational institutions a.nd industry will level barriers, en
gender mutual understanding, and lead to the cultivation of friend
ships invaluable for future cooperation. • The realization of our 
objectives places upon us, the military, the challenge to make our 
professional officers the equals 1n knowledge and training of 
civilians 1n similar fields and make our professional environment 
as inviting as thos.e outside. 

In the interest of .cultivating to the utmost the integration of 
civilians and military resources and of securing the most effective 
unified direction of our research and development activities, this 
responsibility 1~ being consolidated 1n a separate section on the 
highest War Department level. The Director of this section will 
be directly supported by one or more civilians, thus ensuring full 
confidence of b9th the military and the civilian in this undertak-
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ing. By the rotation of civilian specialists in this capacity we 
should have the benefit of broad guidance and should be able to 
furnish science and industry with a firsthand understanding of our 
problems and objectives. By developing the general policies out
lined above under the leadership of the Director of Research and 
Development the Army will demonstrate the value 1t places upon 
science and technology and further the integration of civilian and 
military resources. 

/s/ Dwight D. Eisenhower 


